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1 IntrodutionPeer-to-peer systems and appliations are distributed systems without (ideally) any entralized on-trol or hierarhial organization, whih make it possible to share various resoures like musi [6, 2℄,storage [4℄ et over the internet. Some of these systems have beome very popular and have spurredreent interest in the researh ommunity. In order to share resoures and aess them over large,dynami networks, users require means to loating them in an eÆient manner. It is desired that givena unique key to a resoure (like a URL, �lename et.) one should be able to aess the resoure overthe distributed network. Thus what is desired is an eÆient implementation of a hash table over suha dynami and deentralized distributed system. Suh a system is referred to as Content AddressableNetwork(heneforth CAN). Reently various solutions have been proposed for this problem [7, 8, 10℄.While all of these solutions (arhitetures) are fairly robust against random attaks, a state or orporateagent that wishes to attak (make most or all of the ontent in the network inaessible to majorityof the users of the network) this system for politial or ommerial reasons, an do so by attakingarefully hosen points or nodes in the systems. For example, a entralized �le sharing system likeNapster [6℄ has been e�etively dismembered by legal attaks on the entral server. Additionally, theGnutella [2℄ �le sharing system, while spei�ally designed to avoid the vulnerability of a entral server,has been studied [9℄ to be highly vulnerable to attak by removing a very small number of arefullyhosen nodes. Reent work by Fiat and Saia [1℄ presents a ontent addressable network with n nodesthat is ensorship resistant, i.e. fault tolerant to an adversary deleting up to a onstant fration1 ofthe nodes. There are more advantages to having suh a system, beyond the main purpose of makingit ensorship resistant. While the previous solutions [7, 8, 10℄ disuss how their systems are fault tol-erant to a few random faults, a detailed study of fault tolerane is laking and not all of them provideguarantees about availability, low searh time et in the presene of a onstant fration of nodes beingfaulty. Most pratial systems are vulnerable to suh situations sine the personal omputers thatpartiipate in suh systems may rash or lose network onnetivity. Thus it is very desirable to have asystem robust to a onstant fration of node deletes, a feature naturally present in ensorship resistantsystem like the one in [1℄. However a drawbak of the solution presented in [1℄ is that it is designed fora �xed value of n (the number of partiipating nodes) and does not provide for the system to adaptdynamially as n hanges. Infat the �rst open problem that they mention in their paper (Setion 6of [1℄) is the following: \Is there a mehanism for dynamially maintaining our network when largenumbers of nodes are deleted or added to the network? .." This paper solves this open problem byproposing a new network that an be maintained dynamially and is ensorship resistant. Our solutionis based on multi-buttery networks. We �rst present a stati solution that is muh simpler than thatpresented in [1℄ and improves upon their solution. Next we show how we an dynamially maintain ournetwork. In what follows we will �rst present a brief study of the previous solutions before desribingour new solution.Paper Organization: In Setion 2 we will disuss the desirable features of a CAN and look at someof the metris used in evaluating the goodness of suh systems. In Setion 3 we briey study someof the reent solutions. In Setion 4 we present a simpler and better ensorship resistant network.Setion 5 provides a dynami onstrution of our network. Finally we onlude with a disussion ofopen problems in Setion 6.1The paper provides a system that is robust to deletion of up to half the nodes by an adversary. It an be generalizedto work for arbitrary fration.
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2 Desiderata and MetrisMost CANs are built as an overlay network over the underlying network of links and routers onnetingthe di�erent nodes in the system. A direted edge from a to b in an overlay network represents thatnode a has the neessary information (ip-address, port number et.) to ommuniate with b wheneverdesired. Resoures (Data items) are distributed amongst the nodes to be maintained by them. A singledata item may be maintained by multiple nodes. Querying for any data item based on its key, typiallyinvolves routing the query through di�erent nodes, using the edges in the overlay network, to reaha node that maintains that partiular data item. At any given time we have a ertain number n ofnodes partiipating in the network. Of these there may exist nodes whih may be unreahable beauseof some system failure, loss in network onnetivity or beause they are sabotaged by an adversaryand are termed as dead or faulty. The remainder are termed as live. All solutions assume that a nodethat wishes to join has aess to at least one live node in the network. Here are some of the desirablefeatures and metris that are used to evaluate the goodness of any proposed solution.� Deentralization: The system should (ideally) be fully distributed and not have any hierarhywhere some nodes are more important than others.� Load Balane: In order to redue the storage and lookup load for every node it is desired thateah node should maintain an average (or lose to average) number of data items per node.� Lookup Cost: The ost of any query (lookup) is the sum of the weights of edges on the pathused for the query. The weight of an edge in an overlay network is the network lateny for aonnetion between the two nodes. This reets the lateny that a user sees when she issues aquery. We assume that network lateny is the dominant ost. It is one of the most importantmetri. However most of the proposed solutions (inluding ours) do not onsider the weightedase and instead onsider all edge lengths to be one. Thus they only aim to minimize the numberof hops. It is desired that the lookup ost (number of hops) grows O(poly(log n)) in order thatthe system is salable.� Cost of join and leave: Sine suh systems are expeted to be highly dynami in nature thesystem should adapt eÆiently as nodes leave and join the network.� Degree in the overlay network: Every node should have minimal degree in the overlaynetwork. The degree of a node is diretly proportional to its memory requirement and theambient network traÆ (like pings) that it may generate.� Fault/Censorship Tolerant: The system performane should not degrade (provably) if somenodes beome faulty or unreahable. Moreover most or all of the ontent in the network shouldbe still aessible. A yet better desired feature, whih has been justi�ed earlier, is ensorshipresistane.Besides these there may be some other desirable features whih are partiular to ertain appliations,like anonymity in searh, anonymous posting of data et.Next we will take a look at some of the reent proposed solutions for CANs. Towards the end wewill present a hart that gives asymptoti numbers for some of the important metris disussed aboveomparing di�erent solutions.3 Related WorkIn this setion we will review some of the reent solutions [10, 8, 7℄ to building CANs. A ommonfeature to all of these solutions [10, 8, 7℄ is the use of an underlying hash spae to whih nodes anddata items are hashed deterministially and uniformly. The size of the hash spae is large enough to2



avoid ollusions. Nodes are hashed using ip-address and data items are hashed using their key. It isimportant that data items are hashed deterministially and that every node an ompute this hashvalue given the key of the data item.The CAN system designed by Ratnasamy, Franis et al [8℄ uses a virtual d-dimensional (for a �xedd) Cartesian oordinate spae on a d-torus. Every node has degree O(1) and routing path length isO(dn1=d).The hash spae used by Chord [10℄ and Vieroy [7℄ is idential. It an be viewed as a unit irle[0; 1)2where numbers are inreasing in the lokwise diretion. The Chord system tries to maintain anapproximate hyperube network in a dynami manner. The degree of every node is O(log n) and routingrequires O(log n) hops whp. The Vieroy solution improves upon the Chord solution in that every nodehas a onstant degree. It tries to maintain a buttery network in a dynami and deentralized manner.Similar to Chord routing takes O(log n) hops whp.None of the above solutions foussed on adversarial node deletes. As mentioned in the introdution,if we desire to make the system ensorship resistant then it is neessary to have the system fault tolerantto adversarial node deletes. Fiat and Saia [1℄ have developed a ensorship resistant network (heneforthCRN). CRN departs from the previous work in that it is not dynami and instead assumes that thereare n nodes partiipating in the network, where n is �xed. The fous is instead on making the networkrobust to deletion of up to n=2 nodes by an adversary. The aim is to build a network suh that evenafter an adversary deletes (makes faulty) n=2 nodes (1� �) fration of the remaining nodes should haveaess to (1� �) fration of the data items, where � is a �xed error parameter.They onstrut a network where the degree of every node is O(logn). Routing takes O(log n) hopsand O(log2 n) messages are sent for eah query. Moreover the load on every node is O(log n) times theaverage load. Their network has the desirable ensorship resistane, i.e. even after an adversary deletesa onstant fration of the nodes, all but �n of the remaining nodes have aess to all but � fration ofthe data items. Moreover their network an be made resistant to spam by inreasing the onnetivityof every node to O(log2 n) and inreasing the number of messages sent for eah query to O(log3 n).4 Multi-Buttery Network (Multi-Hyperube)In this setion we present a ensorship resistant network based on multi-buttery networks, whih werefer to as MBN (Multi-Buttery Network). Our solution is better than CRN in the following respets:1. While routing in CRN requires O(log2 n) messages, routing in our network requires O(log n)messages.2. The expeted number of data items maintained by eah node in CRN is O(log n) times theaverage, while in our network it is O(1) times the average.3. The data availability in our network degrades smoothly with the number of adversarial deletions.No suh guarantees are given for CRN.Similar to [1℄ we �rst present a stati version, where the number of partiipating nodes(n) is �xedand does not hange. Later on we will provide a dynami onstrution that maintains an approximateversion of this network that has similar properties.Our onstrution is based on multi-butteries. Figure 3 shows a twin-buttery. Multi-butterynetworks were introdued by Upfal [11℄ for eÆient routing of permutations and were later studiedby Leighton and Maggs [5℄ for their fault tolerane. Please refer to their papers for details on multi-butteries.Butteries and Multi-butteries belong to lass of networks that are often referred to as splitternetworks (please refer to Figure 2). The basi building blok of a splitter network is a splitter(please2While the Chord paper [10℄ desribes their hash spae as \identi�er irle modulo 2m" the two are equivalent.3
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Figure 1: Splitter with N inputs and N outputs.
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Figure 2: A splitter network with n rows, logn+ 1levels.

Figure 3: Twin Buttery with 8 inputs.
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Figure 4: Logial path to an output node.refer to Figure 1). An N -input splitter is said to have (�; �)-expansion if every set of k � �N inputnodes is onneted to at least �k up output nodes and �k down output nodes, where � > 0 and � > 1are �xed onstants (Refer to Figure 1). Thus, the input nodes and the upper (lower) output nodes forma onentrator from N nodes to N=2 nodes with (�; �)-expansion. A multi-buttery is said to have(�; �)-expansion if all its splitters have (�; �)-expansion. Splitters with expansion are known to existfor any d � 3, and they an be onstruted deterministially in polynomial time [11℄, but randomizedwirings will typially provide the best possible expansion. Infat there exists an expliit onstrutionof a splitter with N inputs and any d = p + 1, p prime, and � � d=(2(d � 4)� + 8) (Corollary 2.1 in[11℄).In a splitter network, eah input and output are onneted by a logial (up-down) path throughbloks in the network. Please refer to Figure 4. In a simple buttery sine there is only one up edge anddown edge this logial path orresponds to a unique path through the nodes in the network. Howeverthis is not the ase in multi-butteries with multipliity d, where we have a hoie of d edges at eahnode. Hene one logial path an be realized by a myriad of paths in the network. It is this availability4
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Figure 5: Splitter in a multi-hyperube. Figure 6: Buttery network of 16 rows and 5 levels.of hoie that makes multi-butteries muh more robust than simple butteries. A multi-buttery isvery robust at routing beause one must blok �k outputs in order to blok k inputs. In a buttery thereverse is true: it is possible to blok 2k inputs by bloking k outputs. This e�et when ompoundedover several levels, the e�et is dramati. In a buttery, a single fault an blok 2l nodes l levels bak,while in a multi-buttery, it takes �l faults to blok a single node l levels bak. This insight is the keyto the fault tolerane of a multi-buttery whih was studied by Leighton and Maggs [5℄.While the nodes in a multi-buttery have onstant degree, a multi-buttery with �(n logn) nodesan only tolerate O(n) faults, in order that 
(n) input nodes are still onneted by a logial pathto 
(n) output nodes. As a result it is not suited for Censorship Resistane. Hene we build a newnetwork alled multi-hyperube that is based on multi-butteries and is the fault tolerant version ofhyperube. In short, a multi-hyperube is to a multi-buttery in what a hyperube is to a buttery.If the role of all the nodes in a single row of a buttery is played by a single node then what we getis a multi-hyperube. The only aveat is that in every splitter we only maintain the \ross" edges andnot the \straight" edges. In other words every input node in a splitter onnets to d nodes from theupper output nodes or the lower output nodes, but not both, depending on its position. The single\straight" edge onneting every input node to the orresponding output node is obtained for free asthe two nodes are same. The splitter in a multi-hyperube is shown in Figure 5. In this splitter, upperN=2 input nodes are onneted to the lower N=2 output nodes and vie versa, with an expander ofdegree d. As a result we get better expansion fator (�) for the same degree as opposed to that ina multi-buttery, sine we have an expander from N=2 nodes to N=2 nodes instead of a onentratorfrom N nodes to N=2 nodes. To the best of our knowledge this network has not been studied earlierand neither are we aware of the use of the term multi-hyperube. A multi-hyperube an be de�ned asfollows: A multi-hyperube of dimension m and multipliity d onsists of 2m nodes, where every nodehas degree 2md. A node with binary representation b1b2 : : : bm is adjaent to 2d nodes at eah level i(1 � i � m). At level i it has \out-edges" with d random nodes whose �rst i bits are b1b2 : : : bi�1bi. Italso has \in-edges" from d random nodes whose �rst i bits are b1b2 : : : bi�1bi. The expansion propertyholds at eah level, like in the ase of a multi-buttery. Thus a multi-hyperube with n nodes hasdegree 2d log n for eah node. It turns out that multi-hyperube is ideal for ensorship resistane.Given n, the network that we build is a multi-hyperube with n nodes and (�; �) expansion.The fault tolerane property that we will prove (Theorem 1) about the multi-hyperube is the exatequivalent of the orresponding property for a multi-buttery. We refer to this network as the Multi-5



buttery network (MBN), sine we prefer to visualize it as a buttery. The data items are randomlyhashed onto any node. As a result every node maintains average number of data items in an expetedsense. Using onsistent hashing as in [10℄ we an guarantee that whp the load on any node is at mostO(log n) times the expeted average load.Distributed reation: Similar to [1℄ we desribe how we reate our network in a distributed manner.In the �rst round every node broadasts its unique identi�er (ip-address) to all other nodes. Basedon the identi�ers that a node reeives from other nodes it determines its index i in the sorted list ofidenti�ers. This an be done by omparing every identi�er with its own and maintaining a ount of thenumber of smaller identi�ers. Thus at the end of round one every node knows its index i in the sortedlist. Based on i every node knows the indexes of all other nodes that it will onnet to at di�erentlevels. Note that every node onnets to at most 2d log n other nodes. In round two every node willbroadast its index i and its identi�er (ip-address) to all other nodes. Every node in turn will rememberthe identi�ers of the pertinent 2d log n nodes that it should onnet to. It will then form a onnetionwith these. As mentioned before data items are randomly hashed to any one of the n nodes based ontheir key and this hash funtion is known to all the nodes. Data items an be inserted by performinga query on them to reah the node they must belong to and then inserting them at that node.The onstrution of the network requires 2n broadasts with 2n2 messages and assumes that eahnode has O(log n) memory, similar to the reation of CRN.Routing: Routing between any pair of nodes is done in the obvious way as in a hyperube using thelogial or bit-orreting path. Every node that wishes to aess a data item omputes the hash of itskey and �nds out the index of the node it belongs to (destination). The query is then routed betweenthis node and destination. Note that, for a fault free multi-hyperube, at eah level (eah splitter) wehave a hoie of d out edges. We an take any one of them that onnets to a live node. However, aswe will see, if some of the nodes in the multi-hyperube beome faulty then our hoie of out edgesmay redue at eah level. The number of messages sent for a single query is at most log n and timetaken is also log n. Eah node has indegree and outdegree exatly 2d log n.Next we prove that this network is fault tolerant. The proof is similar to that presented in [5℄. Thedi�erene is that while every node is distint in their ase, in our ase every node plays the role of1 + logn nodes in the same row.4.1 Fault ToleraneWe will view the multi-hyperube as a multi-buttery where a single node plays the role of all thenodes in a row of the multi-buttery. In the disussion below we will refer to nodes on level 0 (leftmostlevel in the �gures) as input nodes and nodes on level logn as output nodes treating them separately.But in reality same node is playing the role of an input node and output node, for that matter all thenodes in a row. We will prove that no matter how an adversary selets f nodes to be faulty (deletesthem), there are always at least n�O(f) inputs and n�O(f) outputs suh that between any pair ofthem there still exists a logial path of length log n suh that all nodes on the path are not faulty andan be used for routing as desribed above.We �rst desribe whih outputs to remove. Note that this \removal" is only logial for the purposeof ounting and the nodes are not removed in pratie. Examine eah splitter in the multi-butteryand hek if more than �0 = �(� � 1) fration of the input nodes are faulty. If so, then \erase" thesplitter from the network as well as all desendants nodes. The erasure of anm-input splitter auses theremoval of m multi-buttery outputs, and aounts for at least �0m faults. Moreover sine a (faulty)node plays the role of all nodes in the same row the output nodes \erased" by it, by virtue of it beingin di�erent splitters, are the same. Thus we an attribute the erasure of an output node to a uniquelargest splitter that \erased" it. Hene, at most f� = f�(��1) outputs are removed by this proess.We next desribe whih inputs to remove. Working from the lognth level bakwards, examine eah6



node to see if all of its upper (or lower depending on its position in the splitter) outputs lead to faultynodes that have not been erased. Note that every node is onneted to d nodes from either upper orlower outputs. If so, then delare the node as faulty. We prove that at most f=(��1) additional nodesare delared to be faulty at eah level of this proess.Lemma 1 In any splitter, at most � fration of the inputs are delared to be faulty as a onsequene ofpropagating faults bakward. Moreover, at most an �=2 fration are propagated by faulty upper outputsand at most an �=2 fration are propagated by faulty lower outputs.Proof: The proof is by indution on the level, starting at level log n and working bakwards. Thebase ase at level log n is trivial sine there are no propagated faults at this level. Now onsider anarbitrary m-input splitter. If a splitter ontains more than �=2 fration of the propagated faults fromits upper outputs, then more than �m=2 faults must have originated from faults in upper outputs and,in addition, the upper outputs ould not have been erased. Consider the set U of faulty upper outputs(propagated or otherwise) that led to the propagated faults in the input. Sine eah propagated inputfault is onneted d upper output faults, we onlude that jU j > ��m=2 (using the expansion property).By indution hypothesis, and the fat that the upper outputs were not erased (and hene had less than�Om2 faults), however, we know that jU j < �m2 + �Om2 = ��m=2 whih is a ontradition. Hene at most�=2 fration of the inputs of any splitter are propagated from any faulty upper(or lower) outputs.Lemma 2 Even if we allow the adversary to make f nodes faulty on every level there will be at mostf��1 propagated faults on any level.Proof: The proof is again by indution on level. Consider some level l and assume that it has morethan f��1 propagated faults. By previous Lemma, we know that these faults are divided among splitterslinking level l to level l+1 so that we an apply the expansion property to the faults within eah splitter.Hene there must be more than �f��1 faults on level l + 1. This is a ontradition however, sine levell + 1 an have at most f + f��1 = �f��1 total faults by indution. Hene, level l an have at most f��1propagated faults.We erase all the remaining faulty nodes. The proess of labeling nodes faulty guarantees that aninput node that is not faulty has a path to the output nodes that are not erased. This leaves a networkwith n� �f��1 input nodes and n� f2�(��1) outputs nodes suh that every remaining input has a logialpath to every remaining output. While the algorithm above gives an o�-line algorithm to label nodesfaulty what we require is an online algorithm that lets us do this without requiring a entral authority.It was shown in [3℄ that suh an algorithm exists. In other words we an reon�gure a faulty networkin an online manner with just the live nodes talking to eah other. This reon�guration allows us tolabel nodes \faulty" so that we are areful not to forward a query to suh faulty nodes. Note that thisrestrits the hoie of edges along whih we an forward the query as the network beomes faulty. Wesuggest that the network does this reon�guration in a periodi manner.Theorem 1 No matter whih f nodes are made faulty in the network, there are at least n� �f��1 nodesthat still have a logn length logial path to at least n� f2�(��1) nodes.We an hoose the multipliity d and parameters �; � suh that �(�� 1) � 2=3 and � � 3. We willonstrut our network where every splitter has the parameters above. Substituting these values in thetheorem above we get that no matter whih f nodes are made faulty, there are at least n� 3f2 nodesthat an reah n � 3f2 node through a logial path. Note that the guarantee above is deterministias opposed to whp as in ase of CRN. Moreover we an haraterize the \loss" smoothly in our ase.Thus if we loose f = pn nodes we know that all but n� 3pn2 nodes an reah all but n� 3pn2 nodes.7



Suh guarantees are not given in the ase of CRN. It guarantees that as long as the faults are less thann=2, whp a onstant fration of top supernodes an reah a onstant fration of bottom supernodes.It does not haraterize the behavior when the number of faults are sublinear.If the number of faults is n=2 then we have that n=4 nodes an reah n=4 nodes.We an guarantee that (1� �) fration of the data is available to (1 � �) fration of the remaininglive nodes (whp) by doing the following two things similar to that in CRN: Instead of hashing thedata items to just one node we an hash them to k1(�) (a onstant that depends on �) nodes. Alsoin addition to the network that we have, we an have all nodes onnet to k2(�) random nodes onthe \top", through whih they an route the queries if they themselves do not have path to nodes at\bottom". That way we are guaranteed that whp (1 � �) fration of the remaining live nodes haveaess to large fration (1� �) of the data items. Note that this last extension has results that are notdeterministi.Also note that we an hange the network above to have n= log n rows and logn � log log n + 1levels, e�etively maintaining a multi-buttery with n= log n rows. In that ase every node partiipatesin only one level. This way we an ensure that nodes have onstant degree instead of logarithmi. Theproblem with this approah is that suh a network annot tolerate linear number of faults. It an onlytolerate O(n= log n) faults. But for some ases that may be a better hoie, partiularly if onstantdegree feature is more attrative than being able to withstand linear number of faults.The network desribed above has better fault tolerane for random faults. However we are notonerned with that aspet sine the fous is on adversarial faults.We an summarize the properties of the network in the following theorem.Theorem 2 For a �xed number of partiipating nodes n, we an build a MBN suh that:� Every node has indegree and outdegree equal to d log n.� Every data item is randomly and uniformly hashed onto one of the nodes. As a result the expeteddata items stored at every node is equal to the average.� Query routing requires no more than log n hops and no more than log n messages are sent.� Even if f nodes are deleted (made faulty) by any adversary at least n� 3f2 nodes an still reahat least n� 3f2 nodes using log n length paths.� The network above an be enhaned by hashing data items onto multiple, although onstant (k1(�)),nodes and having eah node onnet to k2(�) other random nodes so that (1 � �) fration of thelive nodes an aess (1 � �) fration of the data items as long as no more than n=2 nodes arefaulty.5 Dynami Multi-Buttery NetworkIn this setion we will desribe how to dynamially maintain the MBN desribed in the earlier setionin an \approximate" manner, as n hanges over time. The network that we build has the followingproperties:� Every node will be onneted to O(log n) other nodes. Query requires O(log n) time and O(log n)messages are sent during eah query.� The fault tolerane of the network will be similar to that of MBN. Namely, if at any time thereare f adversarial faults, n�O(f) nodes still have O(logn) length path to n�O(f) of the nodes.� We assume that there are no adversarial faults while the network builds. While at every timethe network that is built is fault tolerant to adversarial faults, we annot add more nodes tothe network one adversarial faults happen. We do however allow random faults as the networkbuilds. 8



We refer to our dynami network as DMBN for Dynami Multi-Buttery Network. Similar toChord [10℄ and Vieroy [7℄ we hash the nodes and data items onto a unit irle [0; 1) using their ip-address, keys et. We refer to the hash value as the identi�er for the node or data item. We assume thatthe preision of hashing is large enough to avoid ollusions. Suessor(x) is de�ned as the node whoseidenti�er is lokwise losest to x. A data item with identi�er y is maintained at the node Suessor(y).We also maintain suessor and predeessor edges similar to Chord and Vieroy. Similar to Chord wemaintain a suessor list of size r = O(log n) so that our network is fault tolerant to random faults. Inthese respets our network is exatly similar to Chord. While Chord tries to maintain an approximatehyperube we try to maintain an approximate multi-hyperube. In order to do so we need to de�nean appropriate notion of splitters and levels. Consider a dyadi interval I = [z; z + 1=2i) (i � 0).This interval is further broken into two intervals Il = [z; z + 1=2i+1); Iu = [z + 1=2i+1; z + 1=2i). LetS = SlSSu be the set of nodes whose identi�ers belong to the intervals I; Il; Iu respetively . The setsof nodes Su; Sl along with the edges between them form a splitter in DMBN. As in MBN, all nodes inSu, maintain outgoing edges with d random nodes from Sl and vie versa. The index i that determinesthe width of the dyadi interval de�nes the level to whih this splitter belongs.The main idea of our onstrution is that every node maintains outgoing edges with d randomnodes that belong to a dyadi interval at ertain level (of ertain width). It does so for O(log n) levels.What follows are details about how to do this in dynami manner as nodes join and leave and takingare of imperfetions that may our due to random hashing.5.1 De�nitions and PreliminariesWe will refer to a node with identi�er x as node x. Let x = 0:x1x2x3 : : : xp be the binary representationof x, where p is the preision length.De�nition 1 A dyadi interval pair (DIP) for x (0 � x < 1) at level i (i � 0) is de�ned as DIP (x; i) =f[0:x1x2 : : : xi; 0:x1x2 : : : xi1 = 0:x1x2 : : : xi + 1=2i+1); [0:x1x2 : : : xi1; 0:x1x2 : : : xi + 1=2i)g.Thus DIP (x; i) are two onseutive intervals of length 1=2i+1 whih agree on x on the �rst i bits. Thenodes that belong to DIP (x; i) form a level i splitter of the multi-hyperube that we are trying tomaintain in an approximate manner. Every node in this interval pair maintains edges with d randomnodes from the interval other than the one it belongs to. This other interval is de�ned below.De�nition 2 A dyadi interval (DI) for x (0 � x < 1) at level i (i � 0) is de�ned as DI(x; i) =[0:x1x2 : : : xixi+1; 0:x1x2 : : : xixi+1 + 1=2i+1).Lemma 3 For any x (0 � x < 1) and i � 0, let ku and kl be the number of nodes whose identi�ersbelong to the 2 intervals in the dyadi interval pair DIP (x; i). If k = ku+kl �  log n for some onstant, then with probability at least 1� 1=n2, max(kukl ; klku ) < 1=2.Proof: Observe that any node whose identi�er belongs to the interval pair DIP (x; i) has an equalprobability of getting hashed onto any of the two intervals. As a result if k is the total number of nodesthat belong to the interval pair, the expeted number of nodes that belong to eah interval is k=2. Itfollows from a trivial appliation of Cherno� bounds that if k is large enough ( log n), then whp (atleast 1� 1=n2), kl; ku will not be o� by a fator more than 2.The Lemma says that if the dyadi interval pair is fairly populated it will be evenly balaned.Every node x an get a rude estimate of the number of nodes in the system as follows: Letn0 = 1=d(x; suessor(x)), where d(x; suessor(x)) is the distane between x and its suessor. Thefollowing lemma about this estimate is taken from [7℄(Lemma 4.3)9



Lemma 4 Let the system onsist of n servers (nodes) whose identities (hash values) are randomlydistributed on the unit irle. Then w.h.p. we have that for all nodes, the estimate n0 satis�es n�12 log n �no � n3.The lemma says that while a node may not estimate n too well it an estimate logn within onstantfator. Infat it follows that whp log n � 2 log n0 � 6 log n. In our onstrution every node will usethis estimate of log n. A node may be over estimating this quantity by a onstant fator, but that doesnot a�et our results.5.2 Dynami onstrution.A query in our network is of the form suessor(x) where given a value x we return the nodesuessor(x). This is useful to �nd a data item with identi�er x and also during the onstrutionof the network to �nd the appropriate nodes that a given node will onnet to. We assume that wean answer this query while we desribe the dynami onstrution.Node Join: A node that joins the network has aess to some live node in the network. It will usethis node to issue queries as it joins the network. The following steps are exeuted by every new nodewith identi�er x that joins the network:� Similar to Chord it �nds suessor(x) and establishes edges to suessor and predeessor nodes.It also maintains a suessor list of size r = O(logn) similar to Chord whih makes the networkresilient to random faults.� Similar to Chord all data items that are urrently held by suessor(x), but have identi�ers lessthan x are transferred to x.� i = 0; done = falsedo{ Chek if the total number of nodes in the interval DI(x; i) exeeds  log n for some onstant (based on Lemma 3). This an be easily done using a single suessor query and thenfollowing suessor edges till we enounter  log n nodes or overshoot the interval pair.{ If there are less than  log n nodes in DI(x; i) maintain edges to all of them and set done =true.{ Else hoose d random values from the interval DI(x; i). Let r1i ; ri2; : : : ; rid be the set ofrandom values hosen from the interval. For every value z in this set issue the querysuessor(z) and maintain an edge with this node.{ inrement i.while(done)In short every node establishes edges with d random nodes from the dyadi interval DI(x; i) fori � 0. It does so till the interval DI(x; i) beomes so small (as i inreases)that it ontains only  log nnodes. At that point it maintains a onnetion to all of these nodes. It is easy to prove that in lessthan O(logn) levels the number of nodes that fall into a dyadi interval redue to O(1) whp. As aresult every node will maintain onnetions to O(logn) dyadi intervals and have degree O(log n).Continuous Update: We will now desribe in short how these edges are maintained over time asnodes leave and join. For every value rik that the node has randomly hosen from the dyadi intervalDI(x; i), the node periodially issues suessor queries and heks if the node that it maintains an edgewith is indeed suessor(rik). This is neessary beause as nodes join and leave suessor(rik) mayhange. However the nodes need not do this too often. It is suÆient to do this as the number ofnodes redue or grow by a fator 2, i.e. whenever their estimate of log n hanges. We an also follow amore proative protool: When a node leaves the network it informs the nodes that maintain an edgewith itself. These nodes then onnet to the suessor of the departing node. A node also periodially10



heks to make sure that the smallest dyadi interval that it maintains edges to has no more than log n nodes. If the number of nodes exeed  log n it further \splits" this interval using the proeduredesribed in join. Similarly it may \merge" the smallest intervals if too many nodes leave the network.Node Leave: Similar to Chord a node that wants to leave transfers its data items to its suessor.It may inform the nodes that have an inoming edge to it if we follow the more proative protool.Alternatively we may rely on the network to orret itself periodially as desribed above.5.3 Routing:Consider a query suessor(y) starting at node x. Let y = 0:y1y2y3 : : : yp be the binary representationof y. We onsider the starting node x to be at level 0. The node looks at the �rst bit of y (y1). If y1di�ers from x1 it forwards the query to any node from the dyadi interval from DI(x; 0). In doing soit has the hoie to forward it any of the d random nodes that it maintains onnetions to from thisinterval. If y1 agrees with x1 then the node does nothing and the query enters the next level. Thequery is now in level 1. In general onsider a node z that reeives this query at level i. Its easy to seethat its identi�er mathes with that of y in the �rst i bits. Based on the i + 1th bit yi+1, if it di�ersfrom zi+1, it forwards it to the dyadi interval DI(z; i) or else it does nothing. Again as before it has ahoie to forward it to any of the d nodes. Finally when the query reahes a node w at level l suh thatat this level the node maintains edges with all the nodes in the dyadi interval it �nds suessor(y)and forwards it to suessor(y). Based on the query, suessor(y) returns the appropriate data itemor information about itself. The answer is returned along the path that the query was forwarded along.This the bit orreting logial path in the multi-hyperube. Searh takes O(logn) hops and O(log n)messages are sent.5.4 Fault Tolerane:In our onstrution we maintain that every node x maintains outgoing edges with d random nodesfrom every dyadi interval pair at di�erent levels. If the number of nodes in the interval drops below log n the node maintains edges with all of them. Moreover from Lemma 3 we have that dyadi intervalpairs with more than  log n nodes are balaned whp. It follows from Lemma 4.1 in [1℄ that whp (atleast 1 � 1=n2), suh intervals (with atleast  log n nodes ) will have the ruial expansion propertyfor parameters �; � that satisfy 2�� < 1. The fator 2 omes from the slight imbalane that theinterval pair may have in the number of nodes. Thus we maintain the ruial expansion property thatis required for fault tolerane, in a randomized manner. In MBN we ahieved this in a deterministimanner by using expliit expanders.The proofs for fault tolerane follow exatly as in MBN. We replae splitters with the dyadiintervals and the arguments follow. The only small point is that in MBN the splitters were exatlybalaned, where we used the expansion property. In ase of DMBN we know that they may be slightlyunbalaned, but only by fator 2. This an be taken are by de�ning �0 = �(�2 � 1) in the ountingargument that deleted the output and input nodes. Note that our guarantees are no more deterministisine we are maintaining the splitter onnetions in a randomized manner. We get the theoremTheorem 3 No matter whih f nodes are made faulty in the network, there are at least n� �f��1 nodesthat still have a O(log n) length path to at least n� f�(�2�1) nodes whp.Again as before we an inrease the data availability to large portion of the remaining nodes byhashing the data items multiple times and having nodes onnet to onstant number of other nodesfrom where they issue queries.It is important to note why the dynami onstrution wont work after an adversarial attak hastaken plae. The onstrution assumes that all suessor(x) queries will be answered orretly. This is11



Network linkage query ost Messages Fault Dynami Data Load(degree) (path length) per query Tolerane (times average)CAN [8℄ O(1) O(n1=d) O(n1=d) ? Yes O(1)Chord [10℄ O(log n) O(log n) O(log n) Random Yes O(1)Vieroy [7℄ 7 O(log n) O(log n) ? Yes O(1)CRN [1℄ O(log n) O(log n) O(log2 n) Adversarial No O(logn)MBN (this paper) O(log n) O(log n) O(log n) Adversarial No O(1)DMBN (this paper) O(log n) O(log n) O(log n) Adversarial Yes O(1)Figure 7: Comparison of reent solutions.neessary part of the onstrution, for new nodes to establish their edges. However one an adversarialattak has taken plae suh a guarantee annot be given. Infat it is easy to see that an adversary maydelete all nodes on some ontinuous segment of the unit irle and suessor queries in that segmentwill fail. After the attak remaining nodes an still query for data and they are guaranteed to haveaess to most of the data. This follows from the fat that we maintained a fault tolerant network tillthe time of the attak.6 Conlusion and Open IssuesWe present a new network alled multi-hyperube, a fault tolerant version of hyperube, that is idealfor building ensorship resistant networks and improves upon the previous solution by Fiat and Saia [1℄.We refer to this network as MBN. We also present a dynami version of MBN alled DMBN that hassimilar properties to MBN. In doing so we address the �rst open problem in [1℄. We now present atable (refer to Figure 7) that ompares all of these solutions based on some important fators:We mention here some of the open issues that remain to be addressed for fault tolerant CANs:� Can we build an \eÆient" dynami CAN that is fault tolerant to adversarial faults and allowsdynami maintenane even after an adversary deletes a onstant fration of the existing nodes.� Could multi-butteries be used in an eÆient manner to onstrut a spam resistant network.� Are there lower bounds for average degree of nodes, query path length et of a network that isfault tolerant to linear number of adversarial faults.Referenes[1℄ A. Fiat, and J. Saia. Censorship Resistant Peer-to-Peer Content Addressable Network. In Pro.Thirteenth Annual ACM-SIAM Symposium on Disrete Algorithms, San Franiso, CA, USA.Jan. 2002.[2℄ Gnutella website. http://gnutella.wego.om/.[3℄ A. Goldberg, B. Maggs, and S. Plotkin. A parallel algorithm for reon�guring a multi-butterynetwork with faulty swithes. In em IEEE Transations on Computers, 43(3), pp. 321-326, Marh1994.[4℄ J. Kubiatowiz, D. Bindel, Y. Chen, S. Czerwinski, P. Eaton, D. Geels, R. Gummadi, and S. Rhea.OeanStore: An arhiteture for global-sale persistent storage. In em Pro. of the Ninth Inter-national Conferene on Arhitetural Support for Programming Languages and Operating Sys-tems(ASPLOS 2000), Boston, MA, USA, November 2000.12
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